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21

ABSTRACT

22

Background

23

Diet is a major determinant of intestinal microbiome composition. While studies have evaluated

24

microbiome responses to diet variation, less is understood of how the act of feeding influences the

25

microbiome, independent of diet type. Here, we use the clownfish Premnas biaculeatus, a species reared

26

commonly in ornamental marine aquaculture, to test how the diversity, predicted gene content, and gene

27

transcription of the microbiome vary over a two-day diurnal period with a single daily feeding event.

28

This study used fish fed four times daily, once daily, or every three days prior to the diurnal period,

29

allowing us also to test how feeding frequency affected microbiome diversity. The amount of time

30

between feedings had no affect on baseline diversity of the microbiome. In contrast, the act of feeding

31

itself caused a significant short term change in the microbiome, with microbiome diversity, predicted

32

gene content, and gene transcription varying significantly between time points immediately before and

33

1.5 hours post feeding. Variation was driven by abundance shifts involving exact sequence variants

34

(ESVs), with one ESV identified as Photobacterium sp. increasing from <0.5% of sequences immediately

35

pre-feeding to 34% at 1.5 hours post-feeding. Other ESVs from a range of microbial groups also

36

increased dramatically after feeding, with the majority also detected in the food. One ESV identified as

37

Clostridium perfringens represented up to 55% of sequences but did not vary significantly over the

38

diurnal period and was not detected in the food. Post-feeding samples were enriched in transcripts and

39

predicted genes for social interactions, cell motility, and coping with foreign DNA, whereas time points

40

farther from feeding were enriched in genes of diverse catabolic and biosynthetic functions. These results

41

confirm feeding as a significant destabilizing force in clownfish intestinal microbiomes, likely due to both

42

input of cells attached to food and stimulation of resident microbes. Microbes such as Photobacterium

43

may episodically transition from environmental reservoirs to growth in the gut, likely in association with

44

food particles. This transition may be facilitated by functions for navigating a new environment and

45

interacting with neighboring microbes and host cells. Other taxa, such as Clostridium, are comparatively
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46

stable intestinal members and less likely to be affected by passing food. Conclusions about microbiome

47

ecology may therefore differ based on when samples were collected relative to the last feeding.

48
49

Importance

50

Despite extensive study of intestinal microbiome diversity and the role of diet type in structuring gut

51

microbial communities, we know very little about short-term changes in the intestinal microbiome as a

52

result of feeding alone. Sampling microbiomes over a feeding cycle will allow us to differentiate

53

opportunistic, feeding-responsive microbes from resident, potentially commensal members of the gut

54

community. Also, since feeding has the potential to alter microbiome structure, sampling at different

55

points relative to the last feeding event will likely yield different conclusions about microbiome

56

composition and function. This variation should be addressed in comparative microbiome studies. Our

57

study contributes to knowledge of short-term changes in the gut microbiome associated with feeding

58

events.

59
60
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64

BACKGROUND

65

The biological significance of host-associated microbiomes is widely recognized, with the intestinal (gut)

66

microbiome in particular now known to play a vital role in host health (1,2). Factors shaping the

67

intestinal microbiome are complex, and include host phylogeny, diet, age, and immune status (3,4).

68

Understanding these factors is essential, as changes in microbiome composition are linked to diverse

69

aspects of host physiology including efficiency of nutrient acquisition, development of the intestine,

70

immune function, and cognition and behavior (2,5,6). However, for most organisms, particularly for non-

71

mammal systems, we lack basic knowledge of how and over what timescale intestinal microbiomes

72

change in response to perturbations, including changes in chemical availability due to feeding.

73
74

A lack of knowledge of the dynamics and drivers of microbiome change due to feeding is due partly to

75

the fact that few studies have sampled the intestine over the course of a feeding cycle, which requires

76

sacrificing animals at hourly timescales. Furthermore, interpreting short-term microbiome fluctuations is

77

challenging, as these may also be due partly to host circadian rhythms independent of feeding (7,8), or

78

potentially to changes in feeding frequency (9,10). Zarrinpar et al. (11), for example, compared mice

79

allowed to feed ad libitum to mice fed once a day and found that both groups exhibited predictable diurnal

80

oscillations in intestinal taxa, but differed in the number of taxa exhibiting oscillations. In addition,

81

reduced feeding frequency during times when mice were most active was correlated with lower

82

abundance of Lactobacillus bacteria, a pattern associated with protection from metabolic disease (12).

83
84

The act of feeding may influence microbiome composition and function through diverse mechanisms,

85

independent of diet type. Food intake can introduce new microbes or genes to the intestine (13).

86

Research on probiotic use in gnotobiotic mice shows that microbes from fermented milk products are

87

detected in stool in a matter of days after consumption (14). However, the extent to which the intestinal

88

microbiome is restructured by food-attached microbes in non-model animals has been largely unstudied,

89

although hypothesized to be potentially significant (15). This is surprising, as such restructuring,
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90

particularly if transient, could bias conclusions about which microbes live as residents in a stable and

91

potentially beneficial relationship with the host.

92
93

Feeding might also stimulate the growth of microbes already present in the intestine (residents). The

94

growth response of residents could be associated with both changes in community structure as well as

95

metabolic cascades linked to food breakdown. Microbes and enzymes specialized for the catabolism of

96

complex carbohydrates might be abundant early in digestion, creating products that can be used for

97

energy by different microbes later in digestion (16,17,18). Such cross-feeding is common in the

98

mammalian intestine and a potential determinant of microbial richness (19,20). Feeding may also

99

promote successional patterns in microbial growth or metabolism independent of metabolite exchange.

100

The mammalian large intestine, for example, is dominated by anaerobic microbes in the mid-lumen, but

101

also contains aerobic or microaerobic taxa, notably along the submucosal surface closer to the oxygenated

102

blood (21,22,23). Similar to what has been shown in chemostat cultures (24), oxygen consumption by

103

aerobes after feeding may precede or promote anaerobic metabolism by other microbes. Indeed, the

104

progression of digestion in insects (from foregut to the hindgut) is characterized by a linear decrease in

105

oxygen concentration (25,26).

106
107

The frequency of feeding might also affect the magnitude of microbiome change in response to feeding.

108

Continuous or near-continuous feeding, by grazing animals for example, may maintain relatively constant

109

substrate conditions in the gut as well as a steady stream of food-associated microbes, and therefore a

110

stable assemblage of microbes with slight compositional shifts post-feeding. In contrast, intermittent

111

feeding may promote large compositional changes associated with the transition from a relatively

112

inactive, but stable, “fasting” microbiome to a “bloom” community after feeding. In vertebrate guts,

113

fasting/feeding cycles have been shown to drastically alter the abundance of individual bacterial groups,

114

with fasting associated with higher occurrence of Bacteriodetes (27,28). In addition to altering the

115

magnitude of microbiome change in response to feeding, differences in feeding regime have been shown
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116

to affect baseline microbiome composition and metabolite production (7,12). However, the factors

117

driving microbiome differences linked to feeding regime are likely complex, and potentially related to

118

changes in host physiology (29), as well as sampling the microbiome at varying stages in the digestive

119

cycle.

120
121

The studies mentioned above, conducted primarily in mammalian models, highlight the need to account

122

for short-term shifts in microbiome composition in comparative studies. However, the extent to which

123

microbiomes of other major animal groups exhibit short-term fluctuation in response to feeding, or other

124

diurnal cues, remains largely uncharacterized. Here, we test how the act of feeding and feeding frequency

125

affect the intestinal microbiome of maroon clownfish (Premnas biaculeatus). Fishes are among the most

126

species-rich and ecologically important vertebrate groups, with diverse roles in food webs and as targets

127

of human recreational and commercial interest. Fisheries and aquaculture are multibillion-dollar

128

industries, yet baseline knowledge of the diversity, function, and dynamics of fish microbiomes is absent

129

for most commercially important fish species. Premnas biaculeatus in particular is widely bred for the

130

marine ornamental fish trade, is hardy during captivity and in experiments, and represents one of the most

131

abundant and widespread Families (Pomacentridae) in tropical seas. Using this species as a model in

132

feeding experiments, we show large changes in the diversity and presumed metabolic function of the

133

microbiome over a daily feeding cycle but minimal prolonged effect of feeding frequency on baseline

134

microbiome composition. We discuss these results in the context of taxon-specific differences in

135

microbial lifestyle and the potential for feeding events to influence conclusions about microbiome

136

stability and ecology.

137
138

RESULTS

139
140

We sampled a cohort of maroon clownfish (Premnas biaculeatus) at five time points per day over a two-

141

day period with one feeding event per day (at 1100). Before sampling occurred, fish were divided among
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three treatment groups differing based on whether they were fed four times daily (4X, n=29), once daily

143

(1X, n=29), or once every three days (0.33X, n=30) over the month prior to the two-day sampling period.

144

Three fish per treatment group were sacrificed immediately pre-feeding (1100, n=17), 1.5 hours post-

145

feeding (1230), 3 hours post-feeding (1400), 5 hours post-feeding (1600, n=17 ), and 9 hours post-feeding

146

(2000, n=17) on each of the two days of the sampling period. Thus, each time point (1100, 1230, 1400,

147

1600, and 2000) was represented by 18 individuals (3 replicates per daily time point X 2 days of sampling

148

X 3 treatment groups; for some time points, we obtained data from 17 rather than 18 individuals due to

149

sample/fish loss). These samples were used for analysis of the intestinal microbiome along with samples

150

of the water and food (see Methods for full experimental and sampling details).

151
152

Microbiome taxonomic composition

153
154

We recovered 6,732,587 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequences (range: 706-239,836 per sample; average:

155

64,120) and 2748 unique exact sequence variants (ESVs) across all samples of fish, tank water, and food

156

(average: 288 ESVs per sample) (Table S1). Microbiome composition in water and food samples differed

157

significantly from that of the fish intestine (PCoA, ANOVA, P<0.05; Figure S1). More than 90% of

158

sequences in the water (across all replicates) were identified as belonging to the bacterial Families

159

Flavobacteriaceae (Bacteroidetes), Methylophilaceae (Alphaproteobacteria), or Rhodobacteraceae

160

(Alphaproteobacteria). Food microbiomes were dominated (~70%) by sequences of the Phormidiaceae

161

and Streptophyta (Cyanobacteria), Pseudoalteromonadaceae (Gammaproteobacteria), and Rickettsiales

162

(Alphaproteobacteria) (Figures S1-S2). In contrast, fish microbiomes were composed primarily (~70%)

163

of sequences of the Families Clostridiaceae (Firmicutes), Mycobacteriaceae (Actinobacteria), and

164

Vibrionaceae (Gammaproteobacteria; Figure S1). Many groups, notably Vibrionaceae, were detected in

165

both the intestine and food samples (see below). Alpha diversity (Shannon index) did not differ

166

significantly among water, food, and fish samples (fish vs. water vs. food, all samples combined).

167
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168

Fish microbiome composition and alpha diversity during the two-day diel sampling period did not differ

169

among samples grouped based on feeding treatment (4X, 1X, or 0.33X daily feedings in the month prior

170

to sampling; Figure S3). Furthermore, no ESVs were detected as differentially abundant among feeding

171

groups. Similarly, no differences were observed when analyzing only samples from the first time point

172

(pre-feeding, 1100) on day 1 of the diel sampling, prior to the synchronization of feeding schedules for

173

the diel sampling, and presumably the point at which the intestinal communities of different groups would

174

be most affected by prior feeding regime.

175
176

In contrast, microbiomes varied significantly among samples grouped based on time of day during the

177

two-day diel sampling period, irrespective of feeding frequency treatment in the prior 30 days (Figure 1A,

178

Figures S4-S5). Microbiomes generally partitioned into two clusters, one including nearly all samples

179

from the two time points immediately post-feeding (1230, 1400; “fed” in Figure 1A), and another

180

including the two time points most separated from the feeding event (1100, 2000; “unfed”). Microbiomes

181

at the intermediate time point (1600, 5 hours post-feed) were more variable, with replicates falling within

182

both the fed and unfed clusters. Consistent with these clustering patterns, random forest analysis based

183

on 698 ESVs (best model) showed that microbiomes from the 1100 and 1230 time points could be

184

correctly classified to those time points with 100% accuracy, whereas ESV composition was less

185

predictive of later time points post-feeding (Figure 2).

186
187

Average alpha diversity (Shannon index) also varied significantly based on sampling time, being lowest

188

immediately pre-feeding at 1100, increasing by over 2-fold by 1.5 hours post-feeding (1230), and then

189

decreasing steadily thereafter as intestinal content cleared (Figure 3). Shannon diversity at 1230 was

190

significantly higher compared to every other time point, excluding 1600; diversity at 2000 was

191

significantly lower compared to every other time point, excluding 1100 (Kruskal Wallis pairwise,

192

corrected p-value <0.05).

193
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194

Diverse microbial groups fluctuated in abundance over the two-day sampling (Figure S4, Table S2). The

195

most abundant ESV in the dataset was classified as Clostridium perfringens (Firmicutes). This ESV

196

comprised 50-56% of all amplicons at unfed time points (1100, 2000) and 29-35% at the intermediate, fed

197

time points (Figure 1B); however, this variation was not statistically significant (P>0.05) based on

198

analysis of composition of microbiomes (ANCOM, Mandal et al. 2015). ANCOM analysis, however,

199

identified 57 ESVs whose abundance varied significantly based on time (Table S2). Almost all of these

200

(55 of 57) increased markedly in representation from pre-feeding (1100) to 1.5 hours post-feeding (1230).

201

Remarkably, an ESV identified as Photobacterium sp. increased from <0.5% of amplicons in pre-feeding

202

samples to 34% of amplicons during this period (Figure 1B; Table S2). Its abundance peaked at 1400,

203

and then decreased sharply over the remaining time points. Other significantly varying ESVs that

204

followed the same trend, but were less abundant, included unclassified members of the Vibrionaceae and

205

diverse members of the phylum Firmicutes; roughly one-third of the significantly varying ESVs were

206

identified as bacteria of the class Bacilli (Firmicutes), with all but one of these showing multi-fold

207

increases in representation from the 1100 to 1230 time point (Table S2). A smaller number of

208

significantly varying ESVs showed the opposite trend, decreasing in representation after feeding. These

209

included ESVs of the Firmicutes genus Streptococcus and unclassified members of the order

210

gammaproteobacterial order Alteromonadales (Table S2).

211
212

Of the 57 significantly varying ESVs, all but one were also detected in the food, albeit at relatively low

213

proportional abundance (Table S2). Food-associated ESVs included the intestinally abundant

214

Photobacterium sp. ESV, which comprised ~2% of food sequences. In contrast, the most dominant food-

215

associated sequences (>10%), belonging to the Cyanobacteria (Figure S2), were not among the

216

significantly varying ESVs in the intestine and contributed negligibly to the intestinal dataset.

217
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218

Predicted metagenome content

219
220

Metagenome prediction based on 16S rRNA gene profiles identified 329 gene categories. Of these, none

221

were differentially represented among the three feeding frequency treatments, based on samples collected

222

at the first 1100 time point of the diel-sampling period. In contrast, 111 functional gene categories were

223

predicted to vary in abundance between unfed (1100 and 2000) and fed (1230, 1400, 1600) time points

224

(DESEQ2, adjusted p<0.05, Table S3). Functions predicted to be enriched in the fed state included those

225

associated with bacteria-bacteria or bacteria-host interactions, including bacterial invasion of epithelial

226

cells, infection by Vibrio, secretion, motility, and chemotaxis. In contrast, unfed time points were

227

dominated by anabolic and catabolic functions (Figure 4, Table S3). Of the top 50 predicted functional

228

categories that were significantly enriched in the unfed time points, 76% (38/50) were classified broadly

229

as metabolism, degradation, or biosynthesis, including those for amino acid metabolism, fatty acid

230

metabolism, secondary bile acid production, sphingolipid biosynthesis, and the degradation of a wide

231

range of organic compounds. In comparison, metabolism, degradation, or biosynthesis-associated

232

categories represented only 18% of those enriched in the fed datasets.

233
234

Differential transcription

235
236

Metatranscriptome sequencing yielded 2,188,905 non-host, mRNA reads; per-sample counts ranged from

237

58,611 to 681,223 (Table S4). Of these, 166,307 reads (across all samples) were classified as bacterial

238

and had functional matches in the SEED database (a constantly updated repository for genomic sequence

239

information; Overbeek et al. 2005), representing 1,063 pathways (second level of the SEED

240

classification). Within these SEED pathways, a total of 267 genes showed differential transcription

241

between fed and unfed samples (p<0.05, DESeq, Table S5). Of the top 100 most differentially

242

transcribed genes (based on adjusted p-value), 62 were at higher abundance in the unfed state (Figure 5).

243

Consistent with the metagenome predictions, unfed transcriptomes were enriched in functions associated
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244

with metabolism, notably carbohydrate and amino acid metabolism. Over one third of the genes most

245

enriched in the unfed transcriptomes were associated with diverse steps of carbohydrate utilization

246

(compared to 16% of the fed-enriched genes), including several associated with pyruvate metabolism and

247

the citric acid cycle (EC 1.2.4.2, EC 6.2.1.5, EC 4.2.1.3, EC 1.1.5.4, EC 2.3.1.12, EC 1.1.2.3, EC 2.3.3.5),

248

fermentation or the metabolism of fermentation intermediates (EC 1.1.2.3, EC 2.3.3.5), and the

249

degradation of cellulose or other complex organic molecules (EC 1.14.13.1, EC 3.1.3.12, EC 1.1.1.69).

250

In contrast, fed state transcriptomes were enriched in genes of DNA metabolism. This included several

251

genes associated with CRISPR defense systems to cope with foreign DNA, as well as genetic elements

252

associated with recombination (Figure 5).

253
254

DISCUSSION

255
256

We used a popular and commonly bred marine aquarium species, the clownfish Premnas biaculeatus, as a

257

model to explore how feeding events and feeding frequency alter the gut microbiome. Quantifying

258

microbiome changes over the short time frame of a feeding and digestive cycle is critical for evaluating if

259

microbiome studies should standardize sampling around feeding schedules, characterizing microbiome

260

stability, distinguishing resident microbiome members from transient ones, and determining the extent to

261

which the microbiome can be shaped by changes in feeding strategy independent of diet type.

262
263

In our experiment, gut microbiome composition and predicted metabolic function varied significantly

264

over a 24-hour cycle (evaluated over two days). This cycle included one feeding event per day, and the

265

most substantial changes in microbiome composition were evident when samples were grouped in

266

relation to this event (“fed” vs “unfed”). Microbiome alpha diversity also spiked after feeding, suggesting

267

that new microbes were introduced via food or that feeding changed the growth dynamics of resident

268

microbes, or both. These patterns implicate feeding, rather than other host diel rhythms, as the primary

269

driver of microbiome change over short (hourly) timescales in our experiment. In contrast, microbiome
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270

communities, when analyzed at the start of the two-day diel sampling period did not group based on the

271

frequency of feeding over the prior 30 days, suggesting that prior feeding frequency did not have a lasting

272

restructuring effect on the microbial community.

273
274

Variation in microbiome composition over the diel period was driven largely by individual sequence

275

variants, notably a member of the gammaproteobacterial genus Photobacterium. Its abundance in the

276

intestine increased from near zero immediately before feeding to over one third of all sequences 1.5 hours

277

post-feeding. This ESV was present in the food and therefore its post-feeding increase may be due to the

278

arrival of new cells in the intestine, a process consistent with the observed post-feeding increase in alpha

279

diversity. However, feeding also may have stimulated growth of cells already in the intestine. Indeed,

280

Photobacterium species are common in fish microbiomes (30,31). Some species are pathogens, while

281

others play mutualistic or commensal roles (32,33). Members of the genus are typically facultatively

282

aerobic chemoorganotrophs, motile via flagella, and employ diverse mechanisms for extracellular

283

signaling and host interaction, including multiple virulence factors (34). Photobacterium genomes often

284

contain a high number of rRNA operons (often >10; 35), which biases estimates of the proportional

285

abundance of this genus using 16S rRNA gene data. Nonetheless, the magnitude of change in

286

Photobacterium sequence abundance after feeding is significant and implicates this taxon as an

287

opportunistic member of the gut whose abundance and activity are closely linked to food availability.

288

Indeed, the genus has been suggested to play a role in fish digestion, potentially by aiding the breakdown

289

of chitin (36,37,38). Follow-up experiments that vary the chitin content of the diet could be used to test a

290

linkage between Photobacterium population oscillations and chitin metabolism.

291
292

Other ESVs also fluctuated dramatically over the diel period but were less abundant (typically <0.5%).

293

Like Photobacterium, the majority of these bacteria were also detected at low abundance in the food,

294

barely detectable in pre-feeding samples, and spiked in representation immediately post-feeding (1230).

295

Many of these taxa were members of the phylum Firmicutes, including diverse genera of lactic acid
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296

bacteria (LAB; order Lactobacillales) such as Lactobacillus, Vagococcus, Leuconostoc, and

297

Streptococcus (Table S2). LAB are common in vertebrate gut microbiomes, including of fishes in which

298

Lactobacillus diversity in particular has been shown to be highly responsive to diet shifts (39,40). In

299

mammalian systems, LAB have been shown to vary in abundance during feeding and non-feeding phases,

300

although the nature of this variation was taxon-specific and varied depended on the timing (frequency) of

301

feeding and also on diet type (11). LAB, and Firmicutes in general, are thought to be important to host

302

carbohydrate metabolism through fermentation and have been associated with efficient dietary energy

303

harvest (41,42,43); we hypothesize that LAB are likely playing a similar role in fermentation and energy

304

extraction in the clownfish gut, although the specific dietary compounds supporting LAB catabolism in

305

this system remain to be identified. Our findings corroborate prior evidence suggesting that LAB are

306

among the most responsive to feeding, with many taxa showing a positive response, a factor that may also

307

contribute to their role in energy extraction from food.

308
309

The post-feeding spike in abundance of Photobacterium and other diverse ESVs, coupled with their

310

detection in the food, implicate microbial attachment to food as a major determinant of intestinal

311

microbiome composition. However, other taxonomic groups that were much more abundant in the food

312

(e.g., Pseudoalteromonas, diverse Cyanobacteria; Figure S4) were not among those showing significant

313

diurnal variation in the intestine microbiome. This suggests that the observed post-feeding spikes by

314

certain intestinal microbes were not due exclusively to the influx of dead cells or DNA. Rather, microbes

315

such as Photobacterium or LAB may be adept at both surviving passage through the stomach and

316

exploiting the intestinal environment for growth, at least in the short term. It is also possible that these

317

taxa are taking advantage of metabolites produced by other microbes or that the introduction of food

318

provides them a competitive advantage by altering physical conditions or promoting growth-limiting

319

factors like phages. Further work is needed to assess how the abundance and metabolism of these feeding-

320

responsive taxa may vary with diet, including in omnivorous hosts such as Premnas biaculeatus, and to

321

what extent these taxa persist in the intestine without regular input of new food-associated cells.
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322
323

Other taxa, some of which were highly abundant, exhibited less dramatic fluctuation over the diel period

324

and were not detected in the food. An ESV most closely related to the Firmicutes bacterium Clostridium

325

perfringens dominated (>50%) the intestinal microbiomes in the unfed stages and also remained abundant

326

after feeding. Clostridium bacteria are common in the intestine of fishes (31,44,45) and other vertebrates,

327

including in humans where this genus has been associated with mucus scavenging (46) and in mice where

328

Clostridium has been shown to vary over a daily cycle (7, 11). These diverse fermenters are some of the

329

first taxa to colonize human infants, are believed to localize to particular epithelial cells in the colon, and

330

are important to colonic health by producing butyrate as an energy source for colonocytes (47). In

331

herbivorous fishes, Clostridium species have been associated with potentially beneficial roles in vitamin

332

and fatty acid synthesis (48) and the production of metabolic enzymes for catabolism (49). Species such

333

as C. perfringens are common food-born pathogens in humans and have been found previously in diverse

334

fishes (e.g.,50,51). In our study, the proportional representation of C. perfringens was undoubtedly

335

influenced by swings in taxa such as Photobacterium that increased rapidly after feeding (and vice versa).

336

However, the overall high representation of C. perfringens at both fed and unfed time points suggests that

337

this taxon may be physically associated with the intestinal lining, rather than the transitory stool.

338

Association with the intestinal mucosal epithelium would be consistent with the mucolytic capabilities

339

observed previously in Clostridium (52) and may suggest Clostridium as a comparatively persistent

340

microbiome member across changes in diet or food availability.

341
342

Significant changes in community composition over the feeding cycle coincided with differences in

343

predicted gene content and gene transcription in the fed and unfed states. The results were generally

344

consistent between analyses, with time points immediately after feeding enriched in pathways involved in

345

bacterial secretion systems, pathogen interaction with hosts, cell motility, and coping with foreign DNA

346

(e.g., CRISPR). In contrast, unfed time points were enriched in transcripts and predicted genes of diverse

347

metabolic processes, particularly those involved in the catabolism of diverse organic substrates, including
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through fermentation, suggesting these periods as important for microbial degradation of dietary

349

compounds. This enrichment of genes of fermentative carbohydrate and amino acid metabolism is likely

350

linked to Clostridia, the dominant taxonomic group in the unfed state (Figure 1b) and one known to play

351

diverse fermentative roles in other gut systems. These patterns are undoubtedly influenced by the

352

dramatic fluctuations in the feeding-responsive members of the community, primarily Photobacterium,

353

but likely also the unclassified members of the Vibrionaceae that increased during fed time points (Table

354

S2). Indeed, comparative analysis of Photobacterium genomes has revealed high numbers of CRISPR

355

arrays, prophage sequences, and genomic islands, suggesting that phage infection and gene mobilization

356

may be common in this genus (53); other Vibrionaceae genomes share similar features (54,55).

357
358

These results suggest that the period shortly after feeding may be a time of increased bacteria-bacteria and

359

bacteria-host interaction. The movement of food into the intestine may stimulate bacteria living in

360

association with the host mucus layer to mobilize and attach to food particles. These early responders

361

therefore may be those cells best equipped to navigate a dynamic and spatially structured environment.

362

Some of these are likely already resident in the intestine, although perhaps at low proportional abundance.

363

However, our results suggest that feeding also serves as the major inoculation event through which new

364

cells enter the system and potentially try to establish residence, a process that would presumably also be

365

characterized by social interactions, attachment, and motility.

366
367

CONCLUSIONS

368
369

These results confirm that feeding is a major restructuring force in intestinal microbiomes over a short

370

timeframe (hours). This restructuring involves swings in proportional abundance that differ among

371

microbial types, likely due to differences in metabolic and spatial niche (for example, attachment to food

372

versus residence in an intestinal epithelial biofilm), and potentially also interactions among neighboring

373

microbes. The patterns reported here identify taxa to target for comparisons of how opportunistic,
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374

feeding-responsive microbes of the intestine differ ecologically from more persistent, and potentially

375

commensal, members. The large post-feeding changes involving food-associated microbes indicate high

376

connectivity between external and intestinal microbial pools. Animals rarely if ever consume sterile food,

377

even in captivity, and also exhibit significant variation in feeding schedule. This variation should be

378

addressed in comparative microbiome studies, particularly those involving wild animals or small numbers

379

of replicates, but also those focused on model systems (e.g., gnotobiotic mice). Indeed, a growing body

380

of evidence, including from this study, suggests that the vertebrate gut microbiome can exhibit significant

381

short-term fluctuation. Sampling a microbiome at different points relative to the last feeding event will

382

therefore likely yield different conclusions about microbiome composition and function.

383
384

METHODS

385
386

Feeding experiments

387

A single cohort of 120, six-month old maroon clownfish (Premnas biaculeatus) was obtained from

388

Sustainable Aquatics (Jefferson City, TN) and allowed to acclimate for two weeks in an artificial seawater

389

system at Georgia Tech. All fish were fed a 0.8 mm dry pellet composite of krill meal, fish meal, squid

390

meal, wheat gluten, potato starch, fish oil, spirulina, astaxanthin, and garlic oil produced by Sustainable

391

Aquatics. During acclimation, fish were fed once daily at 1100. Following acclimation, fish were equally

392

divided into 12 identical, 10-gallon tanks, all of which were connected to the same recirculating water

393

system. Individual tanks were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups based on feeding

394

frequency: a 4x treatment with feeding of 2.1 mg of food per fish 4 times daily at 0800, 1100, 1600, and

395

2000; a 1x treatment with feeding of 8.4 mg of food per fish once daily at 1100; and a 0.33x treatment

396

with feeding of 25 mg of food per fish once every 3 days at 1100. While we could not verify the actual

397

amount of food eaten per fish, the amount of food applied per feeding in the 0.33x treatment was

398

consumed entirely (the food was buoyant, allowing us to track consumption), indicating that this amount

399

did not exceed the maximum clearance rate of each fish group. The feeding treatments were administered
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400

for 30 days and water quality was monitored daily. Samples of the tank water microbiome were

401

collected from each treatment at the midpoint and end of the experiment by filtering 1 L of water onto 0.2

402

μm 25 mm disc filters (n=3 per time point per treatment). Samples (n=3) to analyze microbes in the food

403

were collected at the end of the experiment. A subset of fish (n=6) were sacrificed before initiating

404

feeding treatments and at day 15 (one from each treatment) during the experiment by submerging

405

individuals in a sterile water bath containing MS-222. After euthanization, a ventral cut was made on

406

each fish to expose the gut cavity to preservative, and each fish was then preserved in RNA/DNA

407

stabilizing buffer (25 mM sodium citrate, 10 mM EDTA, 5.3M Ammonium sulfate, pH 5.2) and stored

408

frozen. After 30 days, the remaining fish from each treatment group were sacrificed at various daily time

409

points over a two day period (3 treatment groups X 3 replicates per daily time point X 2 days of sampling

410

each time point = 18 total individuals sacrificed per time point): immediately pre-feeding (1100, n=17),

411

1.5 hours post-feeding (1230, n=18), three hours post-feeding (1400, n=18), 5 hours post-feeding (1600,

412

n=17), and nine hours post-feeding (2000, n=17). (For some time points, we obtained data from 17 rather

413

than 18 individuals due to sample/fish loss) During this two-day sacrifice period, all fish were fed only

414

once per day at 1100 regardless of original feeding frequency treatment. Fish were euthanized and

415

preserved as described above. Prior to DNA/RNA extraction, whole intestines were removed from each

416

fish via sterile dissection.

417
418

DNA/RNA extractions and amplicon generation

419

Total DNA and RNA was extracted from intestinal contents and water/food samples using the Mobio

420

PowerMicrobiome® RNA Isolation kit. Total extracts were split into DNA and RNA pools and treated

421

with either DNase or RNase respectively. Before beginning the kit protocol for fish samples, a

422

longitudinal cut was made along the length of the previously dissected intestine. The intestine and

423

associated contents were placed inside a bead-beating tube provided with the kit, vortexed for 5-10

424

seconds, and the remaining intact intestine was removed and discarded to minimize host signal. The
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425

remainder of the extraction followed standard procedures for the Mobio PowerMicrobiome® RNA

426

Isolation kit.

427
428

Illumina sequencing of 16S rRNA gene amplicons was used to assess microbiome community

429

composition in a subset of experimental fish (90 fish total: 6 per time point * 5 time points * 3

430

treatments). Amplicons were synthesized using Platinum® PCR SuperMix (Life Technologies) with

431

primers F515 and R806 spanning the V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene (56). Forward and reverse

432

primers were modified to include Illumina sequencing adapters according to Kozich et al. (57) and

433

barcoded by sample to maintain integrity of biological replicates. Approximately 5 ng of starting DNA

434

was used as template for each PCR reaction. Negative controls using sterile water were included with

435

each set of PCR reactions. Amplification was performed using denaturation at 94°C (3 min), followed by

436

30 cycles of denaturation at 94°C (45 sec), primer annealing at 55°C (45 sec), primer extension at 72°C

437

(90 sec), and a final extension at 72°C for 10 min. Amplicons were verified using gel electrophoresis,

438

purified using Diffinity RapidTip2 PCR purification tips (Diffinity Genomics, NY), and quantitated

439

fluorometrically using the Qubit (Life Technologies). Barcoded amplicons from all samples were pooled

440

at equimolar concentrations and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq using a 500 cycle kit with 10% PhiX

441

added to increase sequence diversity.

442
443

Amplicon sequence analysis

444

Amplicon sequence data were sorted by sample according to barcode, quality-controlled (removed bases

445

<Q30 and sequences less than 150 base pairs), and clustered into exact sequence variants (ESVs) using

446

Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology (QIIME2, version 2018.2) with plugins demux and deblur

447

(58). Sequences were summarized using the feature-table function and aligned, and representative

448

sequences from each cluster were arranged in a phylogenetic tree using FastTree. The feature table with

449

water and food samples included was rarified to 10,321 sequences per sample and alpha and beta

450

diversity explored using the q2-diversity plugin. Alpha diversity among sample groupings was compared
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451

using the Shannon Diversity metric, and beta diversity was compared using Bray-Curtis distance. A

452

second feature table was created to include only experimental fish samples and was rarefied to 20,562

453

sequences per sample. This table excluded 1 sample from the 1100 time point and one sample from the

454

2000 time point due to low sequence yield. Taxonomy was assigned to sequence clusters using a pre-

455

trained Naïve Bayes classifier and the q2-feature-classifier plugin. This classifier was trained on the

456

Greengenes 13_8 99% OTUs database which included a 250 base pair segment from the V4 region of the

457

16S. Differentially abundant taxa (grouped at the genus level) between sample groupings (feeding

458

frequency, time of sampling) were identified using ANCOM (59). The ability to predict sample

459

groupings based on taxonomic composition was assessed using the q2-sample-classifier function and a

460

random forest model for both feeding frequency and time of sampling.

461
462

Predicted metagenomes were constructed from amplicon data using Phylogenetic Investigation of

463

Communities by Reconstruction of Unobserved States (PICRUSt, 60). This analysis was based on an

464

OTU table generated using QIIME1 with the pick_closed_reference_otus.py command, OTUs clustered

465

at 97% sequence similarity, and Greengenes version 13_8. QIIME1 was used at this step since the output

466

OTU table is compatible with PICRUSt. The OTU table was normalized by dividing each OTU by the

467

known/predicted 16S rRNA gene copy number with the normalize_by_copy_number.py command in

468

PICRUSt. Functional predictions based on KEGG categories were made via the predict_metagenomes.py

469

command and collapsed at the 3rd hierarchical level using the categorize_by_function.py command.

470

Predicted functional categories that differed in abundance between feeding treatments and sampling time

471

points were identified using DESeq2 in R.

472
473

For ease of comparison and because taxonomic analysis showed high similarity among post-feeding time

474

points, samples were grouped into “fed” (1230, 1400, and 1600) and “unfed” (1100 and 2000) categories.

475

The “unfed” grouping is presumed to include time points at which most of the ingested food has left the

476

stomach; however, it is estimated to take ~36 hours for food to completely pass through the clownfish
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intestine (61). Therefore, it is likely that all samples contained some amount of food regardless of

478

sampling time.

479
480

RNA sequencing and analysis

481

The amplicon-based analyses (above) suggested a large difference in composition and predicted

482

microbiome function between samples in the fed and unfed states, primarily at the time points before and

483

shortly after feeding. We therefore chose samples on day 1 from the fed (1230 time point, n=5) and unfed

484

(1100 time point, n=5) state as focal points to analyze transcription of metabolic genes in response to

485

feeding.To generate mRNA data, DNA was first removed from an aliquot of each RNA extract using the

486

TURBO DNA-free™ kit (Invitrogen). We next attempted to enrich samples for non-host, non-ribosomal

487

RNA using the MICROBEnrich™ kit (Ambion) and the Ribo-Zero rRNA removal kit (Illumina)

488

following recommended procedures. Barcoded cDNA libraries were prepared from microbial mRNA-

489

enriched RNA using the ScriptSeq kit by Illumina and sequenced (250X250 bp) on one lane of an

490

Illumina HiSeq 2500 flowcell in Rapid mode.

491
492

Using Trim Galore! (62), FastQ sequence files were trimmed to remove bases with quality scores less

493

than Q30 and to discard sequences with fewer than 75 bp. To identify host-like RNA, trimmed

494

sequences were mapped against a reference genome of Amphiprion ocellaris (the only publicly available

495

clownfish genome, NCBI accession PRJNA407816) using default parameters in BBMap. The unmapped

496

reads were retained and ribosomal reads removed using riboPicker (63). Unmapped, non-ribosomal reads

497

were used as input for BLASTX queries against the NCBI nr database (October, 2017 release) via stand-

498

alone BLAST version 2.6.0+. BLASTX results with bit score >50 were imported into MEGAN6 (64)

499

with taxonomy assigned to reads using NCBI taxonomy and MEGAN6’s LCA algorithm. Functional

500

annotation was performed in MEGAN using the SEED database. SEED is a composite, regularly curated

501

genome annotation database (65). Gene categories that differed significantly in abundance between “fed”
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and “unfed” transcriptomes were identified using DESEQ2 in R, based on the raw gene count matrix

503

exported from MEGAN6.
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778

FIGURES, TABLES, and ADDITIONAL FILES

779

Figure 1. Intestinal microbiome composition varies over a feeding cycle A.) Principal coordinate analysis

780

showing significant microbiome clustering by time of sampling (ANOVA, P<0.05). Distance was based

781

on Bray-Curtis similarities with all samples rarefied to 20,562 sequences. Samples within the dashed

782

circle were primarily from the unfed time points while samples within the solid circle were from the fed

783

time points. B.) Relative abundance of the two most common ESVs (exact sequence variants) varies over

784

a feeding cycle (n=17 at 1100 and 2000, n=18 at 1230, 1400, and 1600). ANCOM analysis identified the

785

Photobacterium ESV, but not the Clostridium ESV, as varying significantly over the sampling period

786

(P<0.05).

787

Figure 2. Samples can be accurately classified to sampling time based on community composition.

788

Random forest model showing the frequency at which microbiome samples from a given time point are

789

correctly assigned based on taxonomic composition. This model included 698 unique sequence features

790

(best model) and had an overall accuracy of 72% (n=17 fish at 1100 and 2000 and18 fish at 1230, 1400,

791

and 1600).

792

Figure 3. Average Shannon diversity varies according to time of sampling. Shannon diversity at 1230

793

was significantly higher compared to every other time point, excluding 1600; diversity at 2000 was

794

significantly lower compared to every other time point, excluding 1100 (Kruskal Wallis pairwise,

795

corrected p-value <0.05, n=17 fish at 1100 and 2000 and 18 fish at 1230, 1400, and 1600).

796

Figure 4. Predicted functional gene categories vary significantly between unfed (1100 and 2000) and fed

797

(1230, 1400, 1600) time points with fed time points enriched in disease-associated pathways and unfed

798

time points enriched in diverse metabolic pathways. Metagenomes were predicted from amplicon data

799

using PICRUST and the 3rd hierarchical level of KEGG. Differential abundance was evaluated using

800

DESEQ2 in R with gene categories having an adjusted p-value <0.05 shown here. Colors represent larger

801

subsystem categories in KEGG. Only the top 99 of 111 significant pathways are plotted (n=17 fish at

802

1100 and 2000 and 18 fish at 1230, 1400, and 1600). .
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803

Figure 5. Gene expression varies significantly over a diurnal feeding cycle. Top SEED functional genes

804

(by adjusted p-value) showing differential expression between fed and unfed states in transcriptomic data

805

(1100 vs 1230 time points, n=5 for each). Differential abundance was tested with DESEQ2 in R and all

806

functional categories shown vary significantly (p<0.05). Colors represent larger subsystem categories in

807

SEED.
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Aldosterone-regulated sodium reabsorption
Pancreatic secretion
Glycosaminoglycan biosynthesis - chondroitin sulfate
Cytokine receptors
Cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction
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Colorectal cancer
Toxoplasmosis
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Small cell lung cancer
p53 signaling pathway
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Isoflavonoid biosynthesis
Transcription related proteins
Vibrio cholerae pathogenic cycle
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Lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis proteins
Chagas disease (American trypanosomiasis)
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